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0. My proposition is that there is no opposition between
subjective and objective dialects. The two concepts should be
combined to establish dialects of a language.

1.0 To establish objective dialects linguists have studied the
regional variation of linguistic features that constitute the language
under enquiry, drawing isophones, isoglosses etc. on maps or have
constructed intelligibility measures.

1.1 In the former case dialects have been determined by
selecting, arbitrarily or intuitively, certain features to show the
"dialect-boundaries". However, a full mapping of such features
leads to a picture where "ein Sprachgebiet normalerweise in Allen
Richtungen von Grenzlinien, die sich meistens nicht decken,
durchquert" (1). Any statement about dialects is then, indeed,
arbitrary. Such a geographically rather than linguistically determined
dialect (2) has emptied the concept of most of its usefulness.

1.2 The intelligibility measure is another trick invented by
linguists to sort idiolects into (languages and) dialects according to
"exact criteria". It achieves no more than a rough intelligibility
ranking (1:) since it completely disregards the speaker's feelings about
the matter. Wurm and Laycock discuss the application of this type of
measure to New Guinea gammalects ("communalects") in their article
"The Question of Language and Dialect in New Guinea" (3). They
found "that in an area encompassing the greater part of the three
Highlands Districts, the number of distinct languages encountered
there could be said to be 48 or 26 according to what linguistic criteria
were applied to distinguish between languages and dialects" (4).
2. Hammarström (5), Grootaers (6) and Mase (7) discuss subjective dialects. Hammarström says: "Dialektale Unterschiede einer Sprache sind diejenigen regionalen Unterschiede einer Sprache, die von den Sprechern als solche aufgefasst werden." (8). The speakers are questioned about the speech in other areas than their own and asked to identify sameness of speech and give localities. This approach explores the reality of language behavior: we do react to other speakers and comment on their origins. The differences and disagreements in dialect perception between speakers is part of the picture. There are also systematic differences as we move from speakers at one locality to another, e.g. the decrease of an informant's ability to discriminate between idiolects at places farther away from his location (9). For instance, some speakers from, say, Melbourne can pick a Sydneyite or somebody from Brisbane or Adelaide, by listening to his speech, some cannot, and the same Melbournians may make a distinction between rural and metropolitan Victorians but be unable to make the parallel distinction for Queenslanders.

Modern geographic theories aid in formulating a description of these "subjective" facts (10).

3. Graphically one might, in a very simplified manner, show the two approaches in the following way:

**Linguistic data** --> **Linguist's description and selection** --> **Objective dialects**

**Linguistic data** --> **Speaker's reaction** --> **Subjective dialects**

**Linguist's test-administration**
4. The two approaches should be combined into a single model of dialect research. In brief, I suggest this procedure:
(a) the linguist collects linguistic data, e.g. by tape-recording samples of speech from a random selection of localities in a given area.
(b) randomly selected native speakers from the same area listen to the collected tapes (or answer direct questions about localities) and indicate whether they can identify the origins of the speakers or at least discriminate between the tapes. This test orders the data into dialects. The identification of one sample with a particular locality may be more or less detailed and more or less certain, but this is exactly what we should expect. Thus, there is no "dialect of locality A" unless one refers to a particular group of evaluating speakers. A maximal dialect statement is obtained when the test is administered on such a scale that generalizations about the whole area are possible.
(c) the data, now grouped into dialects, is then fully described. Ideally there is nothing piecemeal about this (cf note 11).
(d) the dialect descriptions are contrasted and a set of differences extracted. Working under ceteris paribus conditions we must assume that all these differences have dialectal relevance, but they may not all be equally important. Also, it would be very difficult to approximate the ceteris paribus conditions and the practical importance of the following procedure is therefore great.
(e) the linguist constructs a number of hypotheses about the relative importance of these "raw" dialectal features (what, perhaps minimal, combinations of features have to be present to elicit the desired dialect identification, with or without certainty, perhaps after a specified time; how changes in these feature combinations elicit changes in dialect responses; etc) and tests these hypotheses by playing back "synthesized" tapes for the informants. The responses are checked against the previously obtained dialects, which now provide the criteria.
(this model also applies to sociolectal studies.)

5. In Australia, I have made a preliminary study of dialects in Victoria, applying only the first two steps above, namely the collection of short speech samples (from Nhill in the Wimmera, Melbourne and the Barossa Valley in South Australia (12)) and the evaluation by native speakers (a group of 28 university students). I did not devote any attention to explaining individual differences or possible dialectal hierarchies (13). The result was: a Victorian rural/urban dichotomy can be considered as demonstrated and the study also "seems to suggest, for (the respective informants), a connexion between their speech and their Wimmera origin. However, the study did not contain samples from other Victorian (or neighbouring) areas than Melbourne and the Barossa Valley that could oppose such an identification. These two districts were, however, identified." (14)
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